Student and Family Guidance and Recommendations
Returning to School 2020-21

Introduction
We all know that change is normal and inevitable. However, I’m sure that we can all agree that embracing
the ‘new normal’ that Covid-19 has brought is most definitely a challenge.
On Thursday 2nd July, the Government made a number of important announcements regarding the
reopening of schools in September. The most crucial is that schools will open for all students in all year
groups. The risk of becoming severely ill from coronavirus (Covid-19) is very low for children and continued
time off school has both negative health and academic impacts. It is clear that returning to school is vital for
children’s education and for their wellbeing. From September, attendance to school will be compulsory for
all students meaning students will no longer have the choice to self-isolate. We are delighted to welcome
back all of our students.
Our priorities will always be the safety of our students and to ensure they are able to access a full and
comprehensive education. In order to support a safe return to school, we have implemented a number of
changes to the site and protocols that the students and staff will follow. The details of these measures
are contained within this handbook.
*Please note that due to the rapidly changing picture locally and nationally some of these measures
may be adapted to suit guidance as it is published.
1. Health and safety measures
We are aware of the anxieties that Covid-19 has created for students, their families and school staff. It is
hoped that this document will help to alleviate any concerns parents/carers may have about their
sons/daughters returning to school.
A) Social distancing
There is no longer a requirement for students to social distance with other students in school. However, the
government has recommended that schools limit how much the students mix with one another. In contrast
to primary schools, it will not be possible to allocate students a single classroom for all of their lessons.
This would have a significant impact on their ability to access the full curriculum as students need to join
different groups to study their option subjects or access specialist equipment in a variety of different rooms.
Instead, students will be taught in the usual circumstances for all lessons. In order to tackle sharing
classrooms students will undertake an end of lesson routine lasting no longer than 2 minutes to wipe down
surfaces they have used and sanitise hands. We will also be implementing one-way systems throughout
each teaching zone and staggering sittings for lunchtimes as well as having designated areas for each
bubble during unstructured times. These measures will reduce the contact between students in corridors,
between lessons and at social times thus reducing the chance of the virus spreading. An additional
advantage to the bubble groups is that, if students become infected with the virus, it may be possible that
only students within their bubble will have to be quarantined and the rest of the school can continue to
open. The Public Health England team will advise if this situation presents itself.
The bubbles will be the following:
KS2 (Years 5 and 6)
KS3 (Years 7,8 and 9)
KS4 (Years 10 and 11)
Break time and lunchtime
It is important that students have breaks away from lessons. In order to minimise risks at these times of
the school day, students will be allocated a specific area for their Key Stage bubble only. Outside areas
will be zoned off for each bubble and this will only change if weather is poor. In this circumstance students
will need to go straight to their form rooms where they will be supervised.

Eating in School
In order for us to keep students in their year group bubbles, we have arranged for students to eat their
lunch in a designated sitting in the hall or outside where possible. The kitchens will ensure sandwiches,
snacks and some hot food is provided and the kitchen will be appropriately cleaned in line with guidance.
Teachers will continue to remain a safe distance from one another and from the students. This is because
they will be moving between bubbles and it is shown adults are more susceptible to the virus.

B) Toilets
Students will be allowed to use the toilet at break and lunch times. Students will not be allowed to use the
toilet during the lesson unless it is unavoidable. Any student with a medical condition will be seated at the
front of the classroom so that they can leave if necessary.
When using the toilet at break and lunch, students will be directed to use the toilet assigned to
their bubble. All toilet areas will have the following rules:
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

Students will queue following social distancing measures along the designated path
No more than one student will be allowed to use the toilet at any one time
Students should ensure they wash their hands using the soap provided for at least 20 seconds after
using the toilet or use hand sanitiser.
Students should leave the toilet and follow the one-way system and return to their designated area
Students will not be allowed to wait around for their friends.

During double lessons, students may use the toilet, with permission from the teacher.
Toilets are checked for levels of soap and towels and cleaned regularly throughout the day.
C) Cleaning and hygiene
We now have an increased number of cleaning staff on site throughout the day ensuring all surfaces,
door handles, railings and equipment (such as computers) are cleaned thoroughly and regularly.
The most important advice continues to be that students wash their hands frequently and thoroughly. In
order to reduce the risk of transmission of the virus, we have increased the number of areas that students
can wash their hands and provided hand sanitiser in every classroom. We have installed a number of
hand washing stations outside of the school buildings so that students can wash their hands prior to
entering the building. Students will also be asked to wash their hands at regular intervals throughout the
day to again reduce any further possible risks.
To prevent the spread of the Covid-19 virus, students should always follow the following hygiene rules:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

Wash hands thoroughly with soap for 20 seconds after going to the toilet (all toilets will be open at
break time)
Use hand sanitiser/anti-bacterial wipes, where possible, at the beginning and end of lessons
Students will be given an opportunity to wash their hands every hour
Wear clean uniform wherever possible
Do not wear scarves or other facial coverings other than disposable surgical masks (these are optional)
Do not wear gloves on site as this prevents effective hand washing.
Cough or sneeze into a tissue, this should be placed into a bag brought from home and then placed in a
bin. If this is not possible, students should cough/sneeze into the crook of the arm
Avoid touching unnecessary surfaces
Avoiding touching the face.

D) Uniform
Students are now expected to wear full uniform. It is the Government’s advice that school uniform does not
need to be cleaned any more often than usual, nor does it need to be cleaned using methods which are
different from normal.
Due to not having access to the changing rooms, if students have PE they should wear their PE kit into
school on the day. They will not be expected to change out of their kit after PE.

E) Equipment
Students should bring their equipment/stationery each day as set out in the behaviour for learning
protocols. They will not be allowed to share equipment or resources. If a student requires equipment it will
be supplied by school and they are not expected to return it.
F) First aid
Trained first aid staff are available. They have been allocated additional PPE to allow them to adhere to
the 1m distancing guidance. The first aid room is available. If students are in school and experiencing
symptoms associated with the Covid-19 virus they will be placed in this room until collection. This is to
ensure we do not contaminate other areas of the school.
2. The school day
A) Attendance
In September, all students must return to school as directed by the government and we will follow our usual
attendance protocols for student absence. All of our additional hygiene measures have been put in place to
ensure we protect our students and staff from the spread of the virus.
Students should not come onto the school site earlier than 8:40am.
What if my son/daughter has COVID-19 symptoms?
Parents and carers must not send their son/daughter to school with any symptoms of illness, however mild,
including:
▪
▪
▪

a high temperature (a fever)
a new continuous cough, this means coughing a lot, for more than an hour, or 3 or more
coughing episodes in 24 hours
a loss or change to sense of smell or taste – this means they cannot smell or taste anything, or things
smell or taste different to normal.

In the case where students or anyone in the household experiences symptoms you must follow the isolation
guidance found in Appendix B.
The school reserves the right to refuse entry to any student where there are legitimate concerns regarding
the health of a student. It will be the parent’s responsibility to collect their son/daughter, where they become
unwell or appear unwell and to self-isolate until they take their test which is now usually arranged within 24
hours. Please inform us immediately of the results of the test so we can contact those students who have
been in close contact with your son/daughter.
If your son/daughter is unable to attend school due to self-isolating then they should still access the
curriculum and complete the directed tasks as all work will be uploaded to Microsoft Sharepoint via the
online curriculum. Using this system ensures all students have access to the teaching and resources
regardless of where they are working.
B) Commute to and from school
Walking
For the protection of the whole school community, we ask that your son/daughter does not walk to school
in a group where possible. Social distancing measures should, where possible, be adhered to both to and
from school. Students may of course walk to school with members of their family. If a friend is met on the
way to or from school, it is best that students continue to adhere to the social distancing measures.
By bus
If your son/daughter has to use public transport to get to school, they must follow the guidance below:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Wear a face covering (ideally a surgical mask) whenever using public transport
Remain a safe distance from the next person whilst waiting at the bus stop and on the way to the bus
stop
Be patient and wait for the person in front to get on and move away before getting on
Sit on separate seats to other passengers and where possible, sit in alternate rows on the bus
Remain seated throughout the journey to and from school
Wait for the person in front to get off and walk away before getting off the bus.

By car
Students should be dropped off outside the school gates to prevent congestion.
Arrival at school
When arriving at school, students should make their way to their classroom for morning
registration observing social distancing where possible. This will be different on the first day where
they will line up on the school playground in their new fire drill lines and greeted by their new or
existing form tutor.
▪

Students should wash their hands at the outdoor portable hand washing stations

▪

Students will be directed to their allocated classrooms following the one-way system
D) Lessons
In order to ensure that students and teachers are protected in the classroom, we will be putting into place a
number of measures.
▪

Every student will sit in a place according to the teacher’s seating plan

▪

Hand sanitiser will be made available to students and they will be directed to use this at the start and
end of the lesson

▪
▪
▪

Where possible students will be sat in rows, not facing each other in classrooms
Teachers will be observing social distancing measures
Students will be expected to wipe down resources such as textbooks after their use using the
antibacterial wipes provided.

E) Breaks
At the end of periods 2 and 4, students will be dismissed for a break but must stay within their
designated zones. Each year groups’ zones will be clearly marked. Students will have guidelines on
acceptable behaviour during their social time, including no physical contact, no sharing of food/drink,
remaining sensible distances from each other and to follow the other guidance mentioned in section 3 of
this handbook.
At the end of the break, students will be asked to follow very similar protocols to that used when they
first entered the school that morning. Staff will be on duty at all times to support students returning to
the classrooms. Students should:
▪
▪

Wash their hands at the portable hand washing station or use hand sanitiser provided
Enter their classroom whilst observing social distancing following the one-way system

F) The end of the day
As with the start of the day, students will be required to exit the school site sensibly, calmly and continue to
follow the social distancing measures. Students will be released slowly following the one-way system.
As always, staff will be on duty to support and supervise the students exiting the site.
G) How will school be different?
Students will not be returning to school with exactly the same procedures as when they left in March 2020.
In order to safeguard the health and wellbeing of all students and teachers it is imperative that we follow all
the guidance set out by the government.
It is inevitable that there will be a number of things that students will not be able to do in order to protect the
health and safety of all members of our school community. Please ensure that your son/daughter is fully
aware of the following list.
All actions are designed to reduce the spread of Covid-19:
Students will not be able to:
1) Be any closer than 1-2 metres from a member of staff

2) Congregate on the playground at the beginning or end of the school day
3) Go to assembly with the rest of the school, assemblies will be done in bubbles.
4) To mix with other students from other bubbles during break time
5) Enter the school building without washing their hands or using hand sanitiser first
6) Be able to access reception to hand in letters, these will be given to the form tutor
7) Queue up outside each classroom.
8) Be able to share or borrow resources or equipment from each other
9) Undertake practical activities in certain subjects
10) To leave the classroom for any reason other than an emergency or pre-agreed reason.
11) To get out of their seat without permission
12) Use the water fountains outside of break and lunch time
13) Go to the toilet in groups during break time
14) Attend after school clubs.
3. Behaviour Protocols
A) Covid-19 Rules Regarding Social Distancing and Poor Hygiene
▪
Students are not permitted to cough over or in the direction of any other student or member of staff,
they must cough into the crook of their arm or a tissue and place the tissue into their own bag, which
they can put into a school bin.
▪

Students are not permitted to touch other students or their belongings or borrow equipment from other
students. Equipment (pens, pencils, rulers, rubbers) may be borrowed from school but will not be
expected to be returned. Equipment such as calculators should be brought from home, but if one has to
be borrowed, it will be placed into a box after it has been used and sanitised afterwards.

▪

Students must wash their hands when directed to by a member of staff.

▪

Students are not permitted to say anything derogatory to another student relating to the Coronavirus.

▪
▪

Students will follow social distancing guidelines set out by the government.
If there is concern over reported student unsafe behaviour in the community, they will not be allowed
onto the school site.

Consequences
Students involved with any inappropriate actions with reference to the Coronavirus guidelines above will be
sanctioned appropriately.
1.Reminders
▪
A category has been added to the dropdown behaviour menu - ‘social distance/hygiene warning’
▪
When students are reminded to social distance or of hygiene rules on the school site, they will be issued
with a social distancing warning, which will be recorded. During non-lesson time the staff member will
notify the Head of Key Stage who will log this.
▪
A second social distance warning to the same student on the same day will result in an after school
detention on the Friday of each week with SLT.
▪
Three warnings in a day will result in parents being contacted for a meeting, virtual or face to face, with
the Head of Key Stage.
2. Wilful or intentional disregard for the Covid-19 rules
For example:
▪

Intentionally coughing or sneezing over another student or member of staff

▪
▪

Spitting on the floor or at others
Taking students’ equipment with the intention of causing anxiety, stress or to ridicule another person’s
reaction or concerns about Covid-19
▪
Touching other students with the intention of causing anxiety, stress or to ridicule another person’s
reaction or concerns about Covid-19
▪

Not disposing of used tissues correctly (e.g. dropping them on the floor and not putting them in the bin)

▪

Refusing to wash hands when directed to by a member of staff

Should a student wilfully disregard the Covid-19 rules, they will be removed from the room or from the
area of school they are in straight away and taken to Reflection for the remainder of the lesson or day and
parents will be contacted. Dependent upon the severity of the incident further sanctions may be
necessary, including the possibility of fixed term exclusion.
C) Detentions

So that students can remain in their bubbles, detentions will take place with other students in their own
bubble. The following rooms will be used for detentions:
Room 22 Key Stage 2
Room 23 Key Stage 3
Room 20 Key Stage 4
4. Supporting your son/daughter
We recognise that following the abrupt end to the school year our students are going to require additional
support and guidance to transition back into the school environment. We have made informed changes to
our pastoral programme ensuring we provide increased opportunity to re-engage students into the routines
and habits they previously knew so well. As the world changes around our young people, so does our
pastoral and PSHRE programme to ensure that students have the knowledge and support needed to make
informed decisions about their lives and about the world in which they live. As a result of the pandemic
students will receive regular input on a number of health and well-being topics. These will include online
safety, bereavement, isolation and loneliness, mental health, maintaining a healthy lifestyle through healthy
eating habits, exercise, maintaining good sleep habits and good hygiene.
Over the summer term all of our staff have completed additional bereavement, trauma and safeguarding
training so they are equipped with the knowledge on how to support students when they return to us.
New for 20-21 will be our designated Student Services block where all students can receive pastoral
support from a range of staff with different expertise.
A) Tutor Time
All of our students are attached to a tutor group and each morning the tutor is the point of contact, students
are able to speak to their tutor if they have an issue or concern which needs be addressed prior to starting
their academic lessons. Across the week students have 5 tutorial sessions comprising of assemblies,
PSHRE awareness tasks and reading. Students have an assembly each week through which we will
increase their wider awareness of global issues, celebrate success and listen to guest speakers. In each
Year group we also use this time to support and guide students in learning routines and practising key tasks
together to help them embed routines. We will continue to offer pastoral guidance to our students via other
means should circumstances change during the academic year via Student Services.
B) Student support
Staff List:
C) SEND support
Due to government guidelines, teaching assistants will be using appropriate PPE where working closer than
1m with students. All students with additional needs will have a student passport to signpost how the
student learns best.
Quality first teaching will help to support those with additional needs as per the SEND policy.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Explicit explanations
Additional modelling
Visuals on power point
Minimal text on power point – cognitive overload
Direct questioning
Using the student’s name
Chunking instructions
Clearly giving instructions – which are also written on the board
Positive praise/encouragement

▪

Positive framing of any correctional behaviour
Approaching SEND students when students are set on task. Questioning to ensure they
understand the task – further personalised explanation and modelling is used when equired.
▪
Targeted questioning of the student - silence, nodding and smiling doesn’t mean the student
understands.
▪

▪ Some students who require very bespoke additional support may, on occasions be extracted from their
lessons to work 1:1 or in a small group with an achievement assistant to give extra help.

▪

External support will also be accessed in school following closely the guidance given by the DfE.

D) PSHRE
The health and welfare of our students is paramount to us, we provide a comprehensive PSHRE
programme that runs alongside our first rate pastoral care. Students will have taught PSHRE lessons
following the new curriculum guidance including relationships and sex education and health education.
We have made changes for our autumn term to allow students to discuss areas of importance following
recent events including transition, dealing with setbacks, bereavement and how and where to access
support. Should we restart under different circumstances students will have access to PSHRE through
Microsoft Teams tutorials where applicable and home learning tasks.
E) Staying safe
ICT (Information, Communication and Technology) plays an important role in the everyday lives of children,
young people and adults. We aim to build in the use of these technologies in order to provide our students
with the skills to access life-long learning. Technology advances at great speed and it is essential that we
ensure all our students have the knowledge and skills to keep themselves safe online. We provide a
comprehensive e-safety programme, where students are given the help and support they need to recognise
and avoid risks, build their resilience and to enable them to make informed decisions when not in school. Esafety messages are reinforced through our pastoral curriculum reinforcing our position on limiting social
media, online gaming and excessive screen time in order to create healthy habits and routines.
Our website provides all of the information for your both you and your son/daughter to gain support and
guidance on health, E-safety and safeguarding and this is where the pastoral team will signpost to. The
pastoral team will continue to maintain contact with our vulnerable learners should we have a phased
return. Our behaviour information included in this handbook outlines our health and hygiene protocols
which students will follow when on site.
5. Academic work
A) Curriculum
During the summer term, all our teachers have been busy working on preparing lessons and resources
ready for the September return. Full reviews of the curriculum have taken place and preparations made
that take into account this term’s home learning and prepare for potential further absence from school.
Every subject has in place a comprehensive plan of how they are going to move forwards from
September. Subjects have:
▪
Identified how they will assess students’ knowledge and gaps so future lessons can address any
gaps or misconceptions
▪
reordered their teaching topics to include topics that would have been covered in greater depth
during this summer
▪
re-planned the autumn term topics so that in the event of another lockdown these can be studied at
home via the online curriculum
▪
created resources that can be used in school and at home via the online curriculum
We do not plan to narrow our curriculum and believe that it is every student’s right to have access to a
curriculum that:
▪
▪
▪
▪

supports students’ academic success by promoting knowledge based learning
is academically challenging and rigorous
is broad and balanced offering both breadth and depth
promotes students’ social, moral, spiritual and cultural development

We are delighted that students will be able to access a full curriculum in school. Students will be taught a
full complement of subjects delivered by subject specialists.
PE lessons will be taught in our outside spaces and indoor only when weather dictates following AfPE and
YST guidance. Students will not be able to use the changing rooms and therefore we ask that they come to

school in their school PE kit on the day(s) they have PE. Should there be inclement weather we ask that
students still arrive in their PE kit and we will make the decision if the PE lesson can go ahead as planned.

B) Extra-curricular clubs and trips
Unfortunately, we will not be able to hold extra-curricular clubs in September, this includes PE fixtures,
choir, school band etc. Again, we will review this at the end of September and amend our provision
accordingly should the guidance change.
The guidance from the DFE states that they continue to advise against domestic (UK) overnight and
overseas educational visits. Some non-overnight domestic educational visits may take place and these
will be done in line with protective measures, such as keeping children within their consistent group, and
the COVID-secure measures in place at the destination. We will be writing to you separately to inform you
about each trip.
C) Blended learning
In order to prepare for potential school absence, we have put in place a number of systems that will
support students regardless of whether they are working in school or at home. The systems are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The setting of all work and homework via Teams and Sharepoint via the Online Curriculum
The use of voice over PowerPoints and booklets, textbooks or revision guides
Monitored weekly work via teams as per learning during ‘lockdown’
Online tests via Microsoft Forms

Microsoft Teams will continue to be used to assign tasks, homework, provide supporting resources and
feedback for students. From the start of September all work will be uploaded to the online curriculum.
Using this system will ensure that every student, regardless of whether they are working in school or at
home, has access to the teaching and resources.
Crucial to learning is having a subject specialist teacher explain and model. Hearing a teacher explain is
far superior to reading from a book or a screen. Where possible voice over PowerPoints will be used
alongside booklets or textbooks to ensure that all students, whether working at home or in school, have
access to quality teacher explanation and modelling. The PowerPoints will be identical to the one used in
the classroom to ensure that every student has access to the same curriculum. As these resources will
always be added to the Online Curriculum, students will be able to access them should they need to listen
back to the teacher explanation or use them to support with any homework tasks.
Without teacher guidance students often focus on what they are doing and not what they are learning.
During the autumn term, all teachers will ensure that students are aware of how we are going to make up
for lost learning time and how what they are learning at the moment fits into the bigger learning picture.
When we return in September, we will monitor the completion of tasks. If we have another lockdown,
then teachers will shift to monitoring tasks on a weekly basis. This will be done by asking students to
upload work for feedback.
Teachers need to know what students can and can’t do as well as what they do and don’t know. Teaching
is, as always, responsive to the students’ needs as well ensuring that we continue to teach new content. In
lessons, teachers will use a number of assessment strategies to identify the gaps in knowledge and skills.
We will also continue to use online programmes, such as Microsoft Forms to provide teachers with a
snapshot of what students know enabling them to adapt lessons as necessary. As with the earlier systems,
continuing to make use of this way of assessing students will enable us to continue regardless of whether
students are working in school or at home.
D) Accessing work from home
From September, all tasks will be set via the Online Curriculum to enable any students who are working at
home to access the tasks and resources. In the event a student has to work from home, work will continue

to be set via Microsoft Teams and SharePoint. Guidance on how to access Microsoft Teams can be found
on our pop up link on the school website.
What work can my son/daughter expect whilst working from home?
In the event of a lockdown, all home learning sessions, regardless of the subject, will include the following:
▪
A well planned, resourced lesson
▪
A task to be completed in their exercise book, class notebook or on paper if either are not appropriate.
E) Home learning guidance
The following guidance will be explained to your son/daughter when they return to school in order to
support them in the event of having to work from home.
Working from home is not ideal and can sometimes feel very frustrating. There are a number of things that
you need to do that will help make home learning easier.
Before you start work
Before you start your home learning, make sure you have done the following:
▪
▪

Eaten your breakfast. Your brain is like an engine. If you don’t feed it, it won’t work properly
Found where you are going to work. It is important that you work in a space that does not contain any
distractions. The better your focus, the easier work will be
Checked your schedule and collected all your equipment and resources that you need
Poured yourself a glass of water. Water increases your concentration levels and helps you think more
clearly
Put your phone in another room. Students who work in rooms with their phones achieve less than
those who don’t

▪
▪

▪

Check out your tasks
All your tasks for that day will be on the Microsoft Teams or SharePoint. You will be able to see your tasks
for that day by logging into Office 365 like during lockdown. Remember you should complete all work
according to your timetable and on the day it is set. You should not be leaving work to build up. All
resources will be uploaded so that you have everything you need in the one place.

Where can I get support?
▪
▪

MS Teams chat room for my class
Lourdes IT
F) Feedback
“Feedback is one of the most powerful influences on learning and achievement, but this impact can be
either positive or negative. When feedback is combined with effective instruction, it can be very powerful in
enhancing learning.”
John Hattie and Helen Timperley, Power of Feedback
Feedback is crucial for students to achieve their potential. The Sutton Trust report shows that effective
feedback can make a difference of 8 months to a student’s progress.
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/feedback/
See Feedback and Marking Policy.
K) Technology
Online learning is never a replacement for face to face teaching, however we recognise that the use of
technology can be a support when not used excessively. Too much screen time is and always will be a
concern for us and so home learning tasks will take screen time into consideration and students will be
asked to complete work in exercise books where possible. Where online programmes are used they will
be used to:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Check students’ knowledge and understanding
Identify gaps in learning so that lessons can be planned accordingly
Provide instant feedback to the student
Enable students to ask and answer questions

▪
▪
▪
▪

Communicate and provide support
Provide online teaching
Set tasks and provide resources
Enable students to hand in work for checking and feedback

All students will be given training, support and guidance on how to use the remote learning technology to
ensure that in the event of a lockdown they know how to access their work and support.
6. Potential school closures
We are aware that students may still need to work from home for long periods of time, They could be selfisolating as they or someone in their household experiences symptoms or, in the event of a local outbreak,
the PHE health protection team or local authority may advise the school to close temporarily to help control
transmission. The guidance set out in section 5 of this handbook covers all eventualities that would result in
students working from home. It includes what work students should be completing, how to access and
submit the work and how to get feedback and further support. Every student, regardless of whether they
are in school or working from home, has the same access to the curriculum.
In the eventuality of school closures, the school will likely remain open for vulnerable students and children
of critical workers. In this instance, please contact the school via email if your son/daughter needs to attend
school during the closures. There are limited staff available during the school closures so please provide as
much notice as possible so that we can make the required staffing arrangements.
The school will contact the families of vulnerable students and students with EHCPs, on a weekly basis,
to check on the student’s welfare and remind them that educational provision is available for them if they
require it.

Appendix B: Isolation Guidance.
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/self-isolation-and-treatment/when-to-self-isolate-andwhat-to-do/

